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The Sounds of 2020: Music that Moves Us
by Karyssa Rose
During these unprecedented times, musicians have expressed their anger, frustration, isolation, and ideas in a way that
everyone can relate to. Here is a list of ten paramount 2020 songs that just might help you through these tough times.

1.

Lil Baby, The Bigger Picture

After the very public death of George Floyd, Lil Baby captured this pivotal moment in “The Bigger Picture”. With
lyrics like, “They want to see those officers involved; they
want to see those officers arrested.” Lil Baby points out the
irrelevancy of skin color and stereotypes when he says, “Every colored person ain’t dumb and all whites not racist; I be
judgin’ by the mind and heart, I ain’t really into faces.” “The
Bigger Picture”, is a catchy rap song with moving lyrics.

2.

T-Pain, Get Up

A call to action, “Get Up” begins with a speech about
oppression by Malcolm X. More subtly than “The Bigger
Picture”, “Get Up” features motivating lyrics like, “The only
thing that matters is what you gon’ do when you get up”,
and, “Long as I got somethin’ that I’m fightin’ for. . .I gave it
my all and it still ain’t enough.” T-Pain delivers an emotional
tune that would make anyone want to fight for what’s right.

3.

The Rolling Stones, Ghost Town

Shuttered away by the quarantine of 2020, The Rolling
Stones put out their first song in over 7 years. The Stones
capture the feeling of quarantine perfectly with lines like,
“Life was so beautiful; then we all got locked down”, and,
“Please let this be over; not stuck in a world without end.”
We all know the feeling of isolation too well. The music
video captures the empty streets of the pandemic. “Ghost
Town” is truly a catchy tune that will remind us of these
trying times forever.

4.

Michael Bublé, Barenaked Ladies and Sofia Reyes,

On a lighter note, “Be Patient” brings us a catchy tune and a
reassuring message. Bublé begins with, “I just wanna see my
friends; I wanna walk the street again”, which is a feeling we
all know. Filmed and recorded while the trio was in quarantine, “Be Patient” is an upbeat reminder that we’re all in this
together. Sofia Reyes chimes in beautifully with, “Si, tienes
ganas de salir; Lo siento pero no”, which translates to, “Yes,
you feel like going out, sorry but no”, reminding us all to
stay home and stay safe.
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5.

The Killers, Land of the Free

An emotional ballad about racial inequality, “The Land of
the Free” breaks down discrimination and white privilege.
“When I go out in my car, I don’t think twice, but if you’re
the wrong color skin you grow up looking over both your
shoulders in the land of the free.” The message is clear, freedom does not feel the same for everyone. The Killers also
mention children being shot and buried, and the border
wall that will, “keep all those filthy hands off our hopes and
dreams.” Captivating and beautiful, “The Land of the Free”
truly captures the struggles of 2020.

6.

Twenty One Pilots, Level of Concern

A huge pop hit, “Level of Concern” Highlights the uncertainty of 2020. “Will you be my little quarantine”, and, “just
need you to tell me we’re alright; tell me were okay”, are
only some of the lyrics that convey the anxiety that we’re all
feeling this year. One thing is for sure, Twenty One Pilots
understands that we’re all concerned and in need of reassurance right now.

7.

Avenue Beat, Lowkey Fuck 2020

A title we can all relate to right now, “Lowkey Fuck 2020”
captures the frustration we’re all dealing with. In the beginning, Avenue Beat points out the optimism we all had for
2020, “2020 is my year bitches!” Unfortunately for Avenue
Beat, and the rest of the world, this was not true. The real
frustration is conveyed through the line, “I gave this motherfucker like a month or two; this is getting kind of ridiculous at this point”, which is a feeling we can all relate to.

8.

Luke Combs, Six Feet Apart

Luke captures the sorrow of quarantine, “the news has all
been bad, and the whole world seems so sad.” While indeed
the world has been sad, Luke conveys his sadness in “Six
Feet Apart” by expressing his longingness for his family and
fans. He claims that he intends to take his family out, watch
a ballgame in the stands, watch a movie, and catch a cab,
“someday when we aren’t six feet apart.”

9.

Dax, Black Lives Matter

Quoting the dying words of George Floyd, “I can’t breathe”,
Dax begins a powerful song. The protests of 2020 have been
bringing the fight for justice to light, and Dax claims, “This
a revolution in our time everybody’s fighting.” Dax urges
people to speak up, “Everybody has a voice don’t you dare
stay silent
If you say nothing you are an accessory to violence.” A
thrilling and emotional song, “Black Lives Matter” is truly a
melancholy gem of 2020.

10.

Maren Morris, Better Than We Found it

An acoustic song full of spirit, “Better Than We Found It” is
a call to come together and make a radical change. With lyrics like, “Who’s gonna care if I don’t; who’s gonna change if
I won’t”, and, “will we leave this world better than we found
it”, Morris moves us to change the world. Morris highlights
the issues surrounding police brutality, and calls the world,
“The hell that we’ve built for our kids.” Maren captures the
moment perfectly by saying, “When time turns this moment to dust; I hope that I’m proud of the woman I was.”
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Who Will Win a Championship Next?
by Mason Cole
The last Cleveland sports team to win a professional sports championship was the Cleveland Cavaliers over the Golden
State Warriors in 2016. That team was destined to win a championship. That team, led by LeBron James, Kyrie Irving,
and Kevin Love, was able to overcome a three-game to one deficit in the National Basketball Association Finals, something no other team had done before or has done since.
That championship happened only four years ago, and it has been remembered for two main reasons. The first reason
being that it was LeBron James’ third NBA championship and his first in his home state of Ohio. The second reason being that it was the first title victory the city of Cleveland had witnessed in over five decades.
52 years, that is the gap that took place between the last two Cleveland champions. The 2016 Cavaliers won it all, and before them, the 1964 Cleveland Browns won the National Football League title. 52 years is a long time, and every Cleveland sports fan is hoping that a drought of that significance never happens again.
But that hope leads to an important question. Which Cleveland sports team will be the next to win a championship?
Will it be the Cleveland Indians, who have been consistently present in the playoffs over the past few years but have
found little true success. Or possibly the Cavaliers, who have a core of talented young players as well stable veterans. Or
could it be the Cleveland Browns, who seem to finally have good coaching paired with a talented roster but haven’t been
to the American Football Conference playoffs since 2002?
All three professional sports teams in Cleveland pose interesting possibilities that we must delve into before making a
clear and accurate prediction.
First, let’s start with the Cleveland Browns. The Browns have the highest ceiling of all Cleveland sports teams for a
couple of reasons. Firstly, it appears as though the Browns have finally found a good coach and a good general manager.
Head coach Kevin Stefanski is still fresh in his time as Browns’ head coach, but he has already produced a team that is
professional, organized, and successful on offense. Andrew Berry is one of the youngest general managers in the NFL,
but he is already proving that he has a smart plan. The Browns selected offensive tackle Jedrick Wills in the first round
of the 2020 NFL draft, and so far, Wills has proven to be a talented addition. Berry also extended the contract of Kareem
Hunt. The talented running back will remain with the Browns through the 2022 season.
The Browns have smart individuals leading their team, but they also boast an abundantly talented roster. The Browns
offense is made up of players such as Odell Beckham Jr., Jarvis Landry, Nick Chubb, and Baker Mayfield, all of whom
are considered above average at their positions. On defense, the Browns have cornerback Denzel Ward who is a native of
Macedonia, Ohio, and defensive end Myles Garrett, who is a generational athlete and one of the best pass rushers in the
league.
With their mix of strong leadership from coaching, a smart front office as well as a talented roster, the Cleveland Browns
make a compelling case to be the next Cleveland sports champion.
But we also must consider the Cleveland team that has been the most consistent in terms of recent playoff berths, the
Cleveland Indians. The Indians qualified for the 2020 American League playoffs but were quickly eliminated in the wild
card series by the New York Yankees. The Tribe has carried on a period of consistent winning due to Mike Chernoff and
Chris Antonetti in their front office, and a managing staff led by Terry Francona. The Indians roster always has solid
hitting from players such as Jose Ramirez, Carlos Santana, and Francisco Lindor, but the reason they reached the playoffs in 2020 was because of their elite pitching. The Indians’ top pitcher, Shane Bieber, led the American League in wins,
earned run average, and strikeouts. Carlos Carrasco, Zach Plesac, and Aaron Civale were all solid pitchers for Cleveland
10

as well.
In recent history, the Indians have never truly fallen into obscurity. They have not won a Major League Baseball World
Series since 1948, but the Tribe always compete and at least get close to making the postseason. But they have not been
able to capitalize. The Indians had an appearance in the 2016 World Series against the Chicago Cubs, but they lost that
series in seven games. The Indians are a good baseball team, yet there are serious concerns as to whether or not they will
ever be able to become a great baseball team, especially with the potential departure of Francisco Lindor in the coming
years due to contract negotiations.
Unlike the Indians, the Cleveland Cavaliers have not been consistent as of late. The Cavs have either been the bottom-feeders of the NBA or the best team in the Eastern Conference. And at this point, the Cavaliers are much closer to
bottom-feeders than they are to elite.
In the pandemic shortened, 2019-20 NBA season, the Cavaliers finished the year with a record of 19-46, the second-worst in the NBA. Things became very grim for the Cavaliers during the season as their rookie point guard Darius
Garland struggled badly and their first-year head coach John Beilein resigned from the team midseason.
But the Cavaliers situation began to look a little bit better towards the end of the season. The Cavs new head coach J.B.
Bickerstaff was able to win a few games with players such as Collin Sexton and Kevin Porter Jr. beginning to take strides
in their development.
For the Cavaliers to make their return to the NBA playoffs, two things must happen next season. Firstly, the Cavaliers
young players must improve their skills. Guys like Sexton, Garland, and Porter Jr. have to become better players to make
the Cavaliers offense more formidable. And secondly, the Cavaliers must make a great selection with the fifth pick in the
2020 NBA draft. The draft, which takes place on Wednesday, Nov. 18, is going to be a big turning point for the Cavaliers
and their general manager, Koby Altman. But no matter who they draft, the Cavs will not be competing for a championship in 2021.
In Cleveland, we have three teams in three very different situations. We have the team who is consistently good but never truly great, the Indians. We have the team who has not been good in decades but seems to be quickly trending in an
upward direction, the Browns. And we have a team that is still in the early phase of their rebuilding plans, the Cavaliers.
Championships are hard to come by in professional sports, and there is no guarantee that Cleveland will see one anytime
soon. But if any of the three pro-Cleveland sports teams is to win a title soon, it will have to be the Cleveland Browns.
While the Indians are always a postseason threat and while the Cavaliers have some good young players, neither of them
is nearly as ready in terms of roster talent as the Browns are to compete. With Baker Mayfield and company, the Browns
offense has the potential to be among the best in the NFL. And with Kevin Stefanski and Andrew Berry calling the shots
around the organization, I have a feeling that the Browns will be competing in postseason football soon. It may not be
this season, it may not be next season, it may not even be for a few years. But if I had to guess which Cleveland team
would be the next to win a title, my guess would have to be the Cleveland Browns.
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Why the Weather May be Affecting Your Mood
by Jasmina Zlatarevic
Ever wonder why your mood seems to be affected by changes in the weather? Maybe you tend to feel happier on days
where the sun is out more, and more fatigued and down when the day is gloomier. This is completely normal and happens to all of us.
There are many different reasons why the weather affects each individual differently. According to Nick Haslam, a professor of psychology, one explanation as to why some people feel happier in the sun might be because being in the sunlight produces Vitamin D, which aids the brain’s production of serotonin, which is a hormone associated with happiness.
Now that we can all agree that the weather alters everyone’s mood to some extent, let’s discuss the abnormalities of it.
If changes in the weather seriously affect your everyday life to the point of distress, you might have what is known as
Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). SAD can be described as reoccurring depressions annually at the same time each
year. Now, don’t freak yourself out and attempt to self-diagnose yourself if this sounds familiar, because we all have bad
days and some of them might be on gloomier days. If a lot of the symptoms resonate with you, reach out to your doctor
or therapist, because it does require a diagnosis. Fortunately, there is plenty of research on the disorder and a multitude
of treatments!
If you have been diagnosed with SAD or you notice fluctuations in your mood in association with the weather, there
is hope. One treatment in particular is known as light therapy, which is simply sitting near a light therapy box, which
mimics natural lighting from outside. If you are substantially affected by the weather, it may be beneficial to move to an
area that relieves more sunlight throughout the year. Since obtaining the right amount of vitamin D can be crucial for
our happiness, you can always get some through sunlight, supplements, or eating certain foods that are rich in it. The
cold winter months can be especially hard for certain individuals, so make sure to check on your loved ones this year.

References
Bruno, Bryan. “How Weather Affects Mood.” Mid City TMS, 20 Nov. 2018, www.midcitytms.com/weather-affects-mood/.
Haslam, Nick. “Here Comes the Sun: How the Weather Affects Our Mood.” The Conversation, 11 Oct. 2020, theconversation.com/here-comes-the-sun-how-the-weather-affects-our-mood-19183.
“Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD).” Mayo Clinic, Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, 25 Oct. 2017,
www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/seasonal-affective-disorder/symptoms-causes/syc-20364651.
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Mental Health Resources
NATIONAL HOTLINES
๏ NAMI - (800)-950-6264
๏ National Suicide Prevention Lifeline - 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
LOCAL RESOURCES
๏ Laurelwood - (800) 438-4673
๏ Signature Health - (440) 853-1501
๏ Beacon Health - (440) 354-9924
APPS FOR ANXIETY
๏ CALM HARM
๏ CLEAR FEAR
LAKELAND COUNSELING SERVICES
๏ Personal and Psychological Counseling
- Location : A-1027
- Phone Number : (440)-525-7200
- Email : counseling@lakelandcc.edu
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Escapism in Fiction
by Catherine Bradford
Harry Potter is one of the most read series today. It follows a boy who suddenly finds himself in a whimsically, wizarding world. He is whisked away from his awful life with the Dursleys to a world where he learns spells and owls deliver
mail. The prestigious wizard school, Hogwarts, is really a castle filled with secrets, and the grounds are kept by a friendly
half-giant, Hagrid. At Hogwarts, Harry is famous, finds friends, and helps smuggle a baby dragon out of the castle. By
the end of the year, he beats the same evil wizard that he defeated as a mere baby. But at the end of the school year, Harry
must return to his dreary life with the Dursleys once again. He has escaped from his boring, harsh life for a while, but,
even if he will return to Hogwarts, he still must return first to the Dursleys.
The story of Harry Potter perfectly depicts how escapism in fiction works. Fiction lets us leave our everyday lives for just
a little while. But every time we escape, we must always come back to reality whether we like it or not. Escapism through
fiction, like many, many things in life, can be used as a good thing and as a bad thing.
Fiction can be used to hide instead of escape to or, as I like to think of it, as a vacation to a fictional world. To escape
temporarily is one thing, but to try to hide from the real world through fiction is another. And so, reading is a way to
cope with problems like money or depression instead of dealing with them in a healthy way. Like Harry, the magical
world of Hogwarts is only a part of his life. He must always face his problems both at home with the Dursleys and in the
larger magical world. If reading has become a way to hide from and ignore harsh realities, fiction has changed from a
healthy hobby to a very unhealthy coping mechanism.
However, there is much more to both escapism and fiction. Fiction, of course, isn’t written only to be an escape for readers, but that is still a part of fictional worlds. Whether the story is unsettling like 1984 by George Orwell or fanciful like
the Harry Potter books, these worlds still give us a chance to experience a world far removed from our own experience.
They are never completely removed, and that’s part of the point. It’s because we need to be able to understand the experiences of the characters even though we have never been trapped in a hopeless dystopia or gone to school in a wizarding
world. As long as you can always come back to the real world, escaping can be a very good thing.
Tolkien, in his essay On Fairy-Stories, even said: “...I do not accept the tone of scorn or pity with which “Escape” is now
so often used,”. He did not appreciate how the people of his day reveled in the new world of machines, and how people
looked down on fantasy as a thing for weak people. He saw it as no sin to want to escape the ugliness of the world into
the freedom of fiction.
Though there is merit to concerns about escapism, I agree with Tolkien. Not only does escaping allow us to take a break
from our own lives for a little while, it lets us have experiences we otherwise couldn’t have. It can set our imaginations
free and let them flourish. And once we come back to reality, we are refreshed and better suited to take on reality.
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VIRTUALIZING 2020
by Jillian Sutton

For sure most days you’ll find me in the front hall closet, under all the musty winter outerwear, with a bottle of wine hiding from the world by 10 am. Listen there is no shame in admitting that 2020 has made most of us question our sanity.
This big blended family of nine, modern-day Brady Bunch right here, has kids both attending school and virtual. Quite
frankly both options suck right now and we are all just trying to get by.
If you are someone who jumped on the Zoom stock in 2019, I envy you! Virtual learning, in Elementary school, is like
trying to keep goslings in a pen. You go to assist one logging in and the other uses the opportunity to slip away. Now
you’re playing an intricate game of hide-n-seek in the home you thought you knew all the hiding places too. As the others begin to follow suit you’re checking zoom or google meets to make sure everyone’s muted because you are not using
appropriate classroom language. Once everyone’s where they need to be you think you can get a minute to dive into your
full-time, now work from home, job… WRONG. One of them cannot find the assignment, the other says it’s a snack
break (it’s only been 15 minutes), someone needs the bathroom, and another has small-group but cannot find the link….
well, I’m pouring my first drink.
Let’s fast forward and everyone is plugging away working hard. Lunch rolls around and to no surprise not at the same
time, YAY FOR MOM CHEF BOYARDEE. Note to self: buy lunch stuff, kids pack next week. Recess doesn’t exist with
virtual in this house. It’s an excuse to jump on another electronic. Whatever, I need to get my work done. I ask my
9-year-old to take out the trash and he says “So I’m the janitor too?”
I look at him and say “Mom, teacher, nurse, Principal... are you volunteering for before or after school detention?”
15

“Point made,” he says as he walks out the door. Do I reward the fact that he’s kind of brilliant or a smartass? The day
comes to an end with minor hiccups. We made it! Another day in the books, only too many more days to go.
Our school kids come through the door and the little one says “This mask hurts my ears!”
“I can’t understand my teacher in her mask and I got yelled at for giving Tony a high-five” pouts the middle one. This
one is mad because he wants to play with his friends but now he cannot even sit with them at lunch. The other one is
crying because 3rd grade is strict and 2nd was not (thank you COVID).
My pre-teen introvert interrupts in a theater tone “I’m just fine, I’ve been preparing for this my entire life.” I couldn’t
agree with her more.
I’m not sure which is worse, to be honest. You don’t want to expose your children but in a blended household, it’s not
always up to you. You can keep kids home but now you are teaching on top of your other duties. No one is winning here,
we are all just surviving.
Now ushering my children out of the doorway, I look back at the little one like, “whose mask are you wearing?”
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Home-town hero; World Class fighter; Stipe Miocic
by Karyssa Rose
For most people, the danger and excitement of being a firefighter would be almost overwhelming. For Stipe Miocic,
this excitement was only the beginning. Still only a volunteer at the Valley View Fire department, Stipe has continually
fought fires for more than ten years! He loves ‘what he does’ and sees his work as ‘real hard work’ which is something
that Stipe enjoys.
One can only imagine the critical situations that Stipe, and all firefighters alike, face on a daily basis. According to Marc
Raimondi, a writer for ESPN, Stipe,” Has seen multiple dead bodies and saved quite a few overdose victims in the ten
years on the job.
Despite the gruesome details of his day-job, Stipe remains in good spirits. Stipe can regularly be seen on social media
live-streaming from twitch, sharing exercise tips, and snapping photos at his favorite local golf clubs. One of Stipe’s favorite hangouts is Pulp Juice and Smoothy Bar, which he refers to as ‘superman juice’.
Between the full shifts at the Valley View Fire department, and his rigorous UFC training schedule, Stipe also has to
struggle with the responsibilities of his two-year-old daughter Meelah; with whom he ‘dotes’ on during facetime several
times a day (Raimondi).
In 2018, Stipe was defeated in the battle for the UFC Heavyweight Championship by Daniel Cormier; according to
Raimondi, when Cormier claimed that Stipe ‘didn’t deserve’ a rematch, some feathers were ‘ruffled’. Luckily for Stipe, the
two were scheduled for a fight that ultimately led to Stipe re-claiming his UFC Heavyweight Champion title. On August
15, 2020, Stipe and Daniel stepped into the octagon one final time where Stipe won by TKO. Daniel Cormier has since
retired and is most likely going to be inducted into the UFC hall of fame.
Although the day-to-day life of Stipe Miocic may be hectic, one thing is for sure, he is a true hometown hero; and UFC
champion.

References
Raimondi, Marc. Inside a 24-Hour Firehouse Shift with UFC Heavyweight Stipe Miocic. 13 Aug. 2019, www.espn.com/
mma/story/_/id/27381036/inside-24-hour-firehouse-shift-ufc-heavyweight-stipe-miocic. Accessed 10 October 2020.
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How High School Football Was Different in 2020
by Mason Cole
High School Football is usually a staple of Autumn in the state of Ohio. But, like many things, those games that we regularly view were affected by the Coronavirus pandemic in 2020.
Some questioned at times whether or not fall sports would be able to happen across the United States. But the Ohio
High School Athletics Association developed a plan that allowed high schools to continue with fall sports if they so
desired.
While some teams had to cancel games and while some schools decided against playing football entirely, the OHSAA
still had a season. The biggest difference in high school football this year was that the regular season was only six games,
and every team was invited into the OHSAA playoffs.
Ohio tried their best to limit the amount of people at these events. The only people allowed into the games were two
family members per player, the marching bands and cheerleaders, the players and coaches, and the journalists covering
the action. Therefore, local newspapers needed writers to cover this falls football action. After seeing an advertisement
on Facebook, I applied to be a freelance sports reporter for a local news organization. I got the job, and I was able to
witness the 2020 OHSAA season up close and personal, even during a worldwide pandemic.
At the time of this writing, I have attended and written articles about seven games. Each game provided its own unique
experience, and none of them were boring.
The most noticeable difference of course regarded the use of masks and social distancing. Throughout every game, the
public address announcers voice would boom over the loudspeakers, reminding everyone in attendance about the necessity of wearing masks and staying socially distanced as per the requirements set by Gov. Mike DeWine.
Changes had to be made on the field to properly consider the safety of the players. Each sideline had been expanded
as to allow for more room for the players to stand apart. There were also multiple rows of chairs added to the sideline
which were set in place to avoid the use of a bench. If players wanted to sit, they could use the chairs, although often
times they did not. Another added rule for players and coaches on the sideline was the requirement of masks. Each
player, coach, assistant, or anyone else present on the sidelines were expected to be wearing a face covering. Players on
the field did not have to wear a mask. Not every school strictly enforced mask wearing. One school that I covered had
players wearing masks until the moment they entered the field, while other schools had players who remained mask-less
all night.
Usually, the people who were on the sidelines did at least some sort of organized distancing and mask-wearing.
The fans in the stands however were a completely different story.
Schools were only allowed to have a limited number of fans in the stands at every game. Usually the bleachers would be
about half full of people scattered across the seats. But as I would peer up into the stands throughout the game, often
times the distancing and the masks would begin to decrease later into the night. I also heard the occasional bouts of
bickering between the fans in the stands about how to properly wear a face mask. I was fully expecting to look up and
witness a fistfight between parents at some point during the season. Sadly, though I did not.
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But in my honest assessment, the most interesting difference of the 2020 OHSAA season was what happened after the
game.

Usually after a sporting event the two teams will come together to shake hands and say congratulations. That ritual of
course could not happen because of the fear of the potential of spreading the coronavirus. So, to make up for the lack of
handshakes, the OHSAA recommended that both teams line up across the field from one another and wave.
At the first game I covered, I could not help but laugh at the scene of two football teams waving to one another from the
furthest distance possible. It was silly. And I think that the teams began to realize it was silly as they progressed further
into the season. By the time the six-game regular season had finished, the postgame wave no longer took place. When
the final whistle would blow, the teams would walk back to their sidelines and leave the field without acknowledging
their opponent.
For the 2020 OHSAA Football season, masks had to be worn by most people, social distancing had to take place on the
fields and in the stands, and there were far less people that there usually would be under the Friday night lights. It was
definitely unusual, but it appears to have been effective. There were no mass cancellations of games, and the teams that
did play were able to make it to the postseason with no major hiccups.
It is undeniable, some parts of high school football in Ohio in 2020 were weird. But everything seems to be weird right
now, and as long as that weirdness remains effective, things should be alright. And from my perspective on the sidelines,
the goofiness of high school football seemed to be effective.
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31 of the Best Halloween Movies that Aren’t Trash
by Jasmina Zlatarevic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
24

Scream (1996)
Halloweentown (1998)
The Sixth Sense (1999)
Ghostbusters (1984)
The Silence of the Lambs (1991)
Jeepers Creepers (All Versions)
The Addams Family (1991)
Halloween (1978)
A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)
The Haunted Mansion (2003)
The Shining (1980)
Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975)
Last Shift (2014)
Hocus Pocus (1993)
Friday the 13th (1980)
The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993)
Get Out (2017)
Hush (2016)
Saw (2004)
Beetlejuice (1998)
Disturbia (2007)
Buffy the Vampire Slayer (1992)
The Girl In The Photographs (2015)
Zodiac (2007)
Carrie (1976)
Child’s Play (1988)
Corpse Bride (2005)
Sinister (2012)
Sleepy Hollow (1999)
Hellraiser (1987)
#Alive (2020)
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Fargo: This is a True Story
by Thomas Haught
WARNING: MAJOR SPOILERS FOR FARGO AHEAD
Every episode of Fargo, created by Noah Hawley, and based on the 1996 Coen Brothers film of the same name begins
with this tagline: “This is a True Story.” The episodes all say this, every single one, and yet, Fargo is not a true story. The
events depicted did not take place, and many of the events depicted could not occur within the realm of reality. Fargo
is a work of fiction, a great one at that. But what effect does seeing this at the beginning of each episode have on the
viewer? Well, I guess it depends on who you are, but I think it adds to the overall feel that the series is trying to capture.
Fargo, as with most works by or drawn from the Coens, is realistic in its presentation.

Fargo is full of little things that shouldn’t be there, especially in a fictional television show. Characters talk over each

other, season two antagonist Mike Milligan, played by the terrific Bokeem Woodbine, will go on long and beautiful
monologues that have nothing to do with anything. Oftentimes in the show, characters will bring up examples to explain
things, rather than just say it. They’ll talk about the conundrum of bringing the fox, rabbit, and cabbage across the river.
They will read passages from books, they tell inconsequential white lies that don’t affect the plot. But why would Hawley
write the characters this way? Simply put, Fargo is meant to feel like it could have happened like you could read about it
in your local paper. People don’t rush from point A to point B in real life, they take detours. People go off on tangents,
they stop at rest stops when they don’t need to, and people tell lies of no consequence.

Fargo also maintains a healthy relationship with the supernatural, which is heightened due to the fact the viewer is ex-

plicitly told these things happened. It puts doubt into your mind, and although much of the show feels real, these supernatural moments solidify that this could not happen in the real world. In season one, antagonist Lorne Malvo, played by
Billy Bob Thorton (who brings to life one of the best silver screen characters of all time,) helps everyman Lester Nygaard
(Martin Freeman) cover up some murders. After doing this, Malvo walks down the stairs to the basement, where there
are no doors or windows, and he simply disappears. Later in the season, Malvo enters a criminal hideout and executes 22
highly trained and armed mercenaries by himself in about a minute. These two events take Malvo from somebody who
is very evil, but real, to an impossible figure, the Devil on Earth. These occurrences are common in Fargo. A character is
killed by fish falling from the sky in season one, in season two, the final shootout is put on hold when an alien spaceship
descends and sheds light on the massacre below. Season three, after our antiheroes Wrench and Swango (Played by Russell Harvard and Mary Elizabeth Winstead, respectively) end up in a bowling alley, which is also purgatory.
The series says it is a true story, and it almost could be. Fargo constantly feels like it was based on real events, until you
see a UFO, or a human being complete an impossible task. It asks the viewer to believe what they are seeing is true, and
then lets them make their own choice. Some of the events border on impossible, but truth has been known to be stranger than fiction. Some of the occurrences are wildly fictional but take place in between perfectly reasonable and possible
events. Fargo could almost be real, it is so close to being a true story. But these events did not take place, there is no
living to honor, and nobody dead to respect.
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Inappropriate or Informative; Netflix’s “Cuties” Crosses the Line
by Karyssa Rose
The movie centers around Amy (Fathia Youssouf), a young girl struggling to fit in at her new school. Amy comes from
a conservative family and is told that “All women should be pious.” At school, Amy encounters “the cuties” which is a
group of promiscuous dancer girls. Fascinated by the girls, Amy steals a phone to gain a presence on social media.
Later, while at school, Amy attempts to gain the girl’s favor by recording a boy as he uses the restroom. Although the
girls began bullying Amy in the beginning they quickly become friends and invite Amy to join them. In a surprising moment, while at the park, a group of older boys begin to flirt with the girls. At one point one of the boys asks how old the
girls are. Amy replies that she is only eleven years old; the other girls shout, “We’re fourteen”, in dismay. Once the boys
leave, knowing that the girls are young, the ‘Cuties’ bully Amy for stating her real age. 11-year-old Amy, now donning a
crop-top, learns the dance moves from The Cutie’s performance.
While showing her dance to the girls, Amy gets down and twerks on the ground. In an unsettling scene, Amy and the
girls practice twerking together, slap each other’s butts, and make ‘sexy’ faces. While at home, Amy faces a different reality that surrounds womanhood. Her family makes her cook for her father’s wedding, which is supposed to, “teach her to
become a woman.”
Meanwhile, at the dance competition pre-qualifiers, adult judges sit back while the pre-pubescent girls dance promiscuously on the floor. The girls skip school, hang out in a laser tag arena after sneaking through the door, and Amy shakes
her hips to convince the manager that they are dancers. The manager leers at the girls in an unsettling manner but he
lets them go. The movie gets increasingly sexual as the girls spread their legs, shake their butts, and dance like adults.
Samba, Amy’s older cousin, finds her with the phone that she stole from him.
In an attempt to keep the stolen phone, Amy begins to strip in front of her cousin, and she manages to post a picture of
her genitals on social media. Once Amy’s mother finds out about her behavior, she is furious. The movie continues this
way and only sexualizes the girls further.
At its heart, Cuties has a strong message. Girls are being sexualized by each other, social media, and adults. Young girls
must find a way to express themselves as they become women, which can be a difficult task. While the movie has some
moving, and relatable, moments, there are too many uncomfortable instances. Seeing girls of only eleven years old in
this light is disgruntling, to say the least. Netflix allowed this movie, a movie that sexualizes very young girls, to stream
from their service. While most women can relate to the struggle of coming-of-age, sexual dancing is too inappropriate
for girls this young.
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The Nature of Love
by Karyssa Rose
The harmonious babble of a brook
Fill the air with sensation;
Neither sight nor sound, but feeling.
Slowly the charming runlet fattens;
A once forsaken riverbed now full to the hilt.
The roaring cascades echo all around;
A heartbeat that perpetually grows louder.
Fluid is the water that carves the path ahead;
A give and take of water and soil.
The harmonious beating of two hearts.

Untitled
by E.R.
Wake up.
Brush your teeth.
Fingers through your hair.
Check your heart,
no bruises today.
Remember to breathe.
In.
Out.
Repeat.

Untitled
by Karyssa Rose
Heat from the sun sizzles your shoulders
Toes buried deep in soupy sand
Inhale the salty sea.
Cool rushing water wraps around your waist
The ocean gathers itself from around you
Sucking the sand from beneath your feet.
A resilient force surges around you
The water crashes dramatically
Strength is the beauty
Of the ocean.
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Untitled
by E.R.
They say you don’t know a good thing until it’s gone.
Let me rephrase:
you don’t know a good thing until it’s been
taking from you,
until you wake up one morning,
heart broken
in
pieces,
feeling empty inside,
feeling weak inside,
feeling like someone has taken a sledge hammer
and driven it right through you inside,
calling to say that soon
everything will be alright inside,
feeling like the world is turning against you,
falling around you,
so you poison yourself inside,
wanting nothing more than to end it,
end it all,
and so you let yourself die inside.
They say you don’t know a good thing until it’s gone.
Stop wishing upon passing stars.
Soon they’ll turn to dust.
Go see the world.
Kiss your lover.
Be outstanding,
above the rest.
Trust me,
you don’t want to miss a thing.
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Accidental Larceny
by Catherine Bradford
Walking down from the ship’s wooden ramp, Jericho looked up at the cloudy sky as he let his hood fall back. With the
sun obscured, he didn’t need his hood to protect his eyes. His eyes, an eerily bright, crystal blue, were very sensitive to
light.
The seaport city of Blue Crest was unusually crowded. Merchants and people shouted over each other and the sound of
the nearby waves. He had visited a few times before, and it had never quite been this packed. He had been asked to come
work at Blue Crest’s library when he was old enough. At seventeen, he was finally allowed to leave the island and set out
on his own. He just hoped he knew what he was doing.
The ship had arrived on time, but he still had plenty of time before he needed to meet with the head librarian. It smelled
strongly of fish and salt here. His eyes roamed over the crowd and the vendors shouting over the din of people. He wondered what he should do: go wait at the library or explore? Getting a better sense of his new homemade the most sense,
but the thick crowds gave him pause.
Unfortunately, the busy pedestrians weren’t willing to wait for him to make up his mind, and he was harshly jostled into
the fray.
Clumsily, he tried to make his way to the edge of the crowd. The sun suddenly appeared from behind the clouds,
dousing the bay in bright light. Jericho hissed, covering his eyes with his hands. He needed to pull his hood up, but he
couldn’t get a grip on it. Finally, he felt loose fabric and pulled it up. The bustling, chattering crowd pushed him to the
edge of the street just as the sun disappeared again. No longer blinded by the sun, Jericho blinked away the pain.
He still held his hood in his hand but the fabric felt heavier than it should. Pulling it forward, his heart dropped when he
realized it wasn’t his shaded hood, but a forest green scarf.
In a panic, Jericho scanned the crowd for its owner. He couldn’t see anyone close by looking for anything, everyone was
simply focused on getting from one point to the other, no one sparing a glance in his direction.
He looked down at the accidentally stolen scarf at a loss.
“My first day here on my own, and I’m a criminal.”

Rune moved around his and his brother’s small kitchen, tidying the space up. He paused when he noticed a basket of
fresh bread sitting on their table. He remembered already buying the food they needed that week, and that was definitely
not theirs.
“Did Lune leave these here?” Rune asked his brother, Syfer. Lune was Syfer’s girlfriend, and she was generally a very kind
person. She liked to come over and just keep them company or help Rune tidy their house since Syfer was no help. But
occasionally she could be a bit overbearing at times which Rune liked to joke about.
“Yeah, this morning,” Syfer shrugged. “She said something about needing to make sure we take care of ourselves.”
“She knows we know how to buy bread right?” Rune smiled as he put them safely away where it would keep, and the fat
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tabby of the house couldn’t find it. “Your girlfriend can be a little crazy sometimes.”
“What! She’s not crazy.” Syfer insisted from where he sat on the floor trying to wrestle a pencil out of his dog’s mouth.
“She’s just being sweet.”
A large bang made them both freeze as their front door shot open.
“SOMEONE STOLE MY SCARF!” an unusually frazzled Lune yelled from the doorway.
“What?” Rune asked uncertainly.
Syfer’s dog managed to slip out of his hold and bolt through the door, still gripping the pencil.
“Aww,” he said sadly as the dog disappeared. “That was my only pencil.”
Somebody stole my scarf, Syfer! Remember my green one?” Lune cried, stalking up to her boyfriend.
“Sure... so what do you want us to do?” Syfer asked, staring down at his seething girlfriend.
“Find it! You’re both magic. Find it with magic!”
“Magic is a little more complicated than that,” Rune tried to explain, but Lune had already stalked back outside. Looking
lost, Rune turned to Syfer, “You only own one pencil?”

“Jericho, my boy!” Before Jericho could react, the head librarian, Jarrah, had swept him up in a bear hug. “I didn’t think
you’d be here until later.”
Jericho stiffened at the sudden embrace but awkwardly tried to hug the large man back. Jarrah’s chest shook with deep,
welcoming laughter.
“Yes, my boat arrived a little while ago,” Jericho answered curtly, pulling away from the suffocating hug and looking up at
Jarrah’s bearded face. “I ran into some trouble on the way here, though.”
“Trouble?” Jarrah’s face crinkled in concern.
“I... do you know who this belongs to?” Jericho held up the green scarf for Jarrah to inspect.
“It looks familiar, but I can’t say I know whose it is,” Jarrah said, running his fingers through his brown, bushy beard.
“How did you get it?”
“I accidentally grabbed it in the crowd by the bay.”
Jarrah hummed in thought, “I hope you haven’t been stealing, my boy.”
“Wh—no!” Jericho stuttered. But Jarrah only laughed and clapped Jericho’s shoulder heavily.
“I’m only joking,” Jarrah assured. “Why don’t you go ask around and see if anyone recognizes it. That way you can get to
know everyone, too.” Jarrah said, already nudging Jericho towards the street, “Come back when you’ve got it all sorted.”
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With one last clap on the shoulder, Jarrah had finally ushered Jericho back into the street.
Glancing back at Jarrah, Jericho saw a beaming grin spread across the man’s face as he waited expectantly for Jericho to
start his search.
Nervously, Jericho gripped the green scarf and headed back into the busy port town.

After trying to explain that a tracking spell required the caster to have at least touched the item or person in question,
Lune let the idea go.
“What we could do is use a rune spell to search for any green scarves in the area. It will take longer, but I think that
would be our best option.” Rune explained. “We just need some ink and paper.”
“Alright,” Lune sighed heavily, “Thank you for helping. I’m sorry I dragged you out like that.”
“It’s no problem,” Rune said, taking out the items they needed, already having them stowed away in his satchel, and
handed them to Syfer.
“Wait,” Lune cut in, “why aren’t you doing it?”
“I’m not good at rune magic,” Rune admitted, looking like he was not at all interested in talking about the subject at all.
“Your name is Rune,” Lune began, “but you can’t use rune magic?”
“I will never not find that hilarious,” Syfer chuckled as he completed the simple spell.
“And I will never not hold that against our parents.”

The weather was cool and the sky was cloudy, but Jericho kept his hood up in the hopes of not being blinded in a crowd
again.
Jarrah seemed to consider going around town and asking complete strangers questions an easy task. Jericho would have
to disagree.
From across the street, he stared at a merchant for about five minutes before realizing that his loitering and the fact that
he was wearing a hood over his eyes probably made him look very suspicious. Instead, he moved on and found a few
other merchants and their customers to ask, but none of them knew who the scarf belonged to.
“Boy!” Jericho swiveled around. A woman stood glaring at him just outside a workshop that smelled like wood chips.
“Where did you get that?” She asked, looking down her pointed nose at him. For a moment Jericho just stared at her
until her clearly growing impatience reminded him she had asked a question.
“This?” He held up the scarf. “It was an accident. Do you know whose it is?” he asked hopefully.
The woman glared at him for several more moments. Finally, she sniffed indignantly, “There’s a nice girl who works at
The Jade Siren who owns a scarf just like that. She’s very fond of it, so you had better make sure you get it back to her.”
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Jericho felt a surge of relief until he realized he had no idea what she was talking about, “What’s the Jade Siren?”
The woman raised a thin eyebrow and suddenly leaned forward to scrutinize him. “What do you think you’re doing
going around with a hood pulled over your face like that? With that and walking around with a scarf that clearly doesn’t
belong to you, some might think you really are a criminal.”
“I-it’s for my eyes,” Jericho, suddenly pulling his hood down, “in case the sun comes back out.”
The woman took a good long look at his eyes before leaning back and sniffed again, “The Jade Siren is a high-class hotel.
I can tell you how to get there, but I can’t promise Lune will be there.”
“Could you tell me where she lives instead?” Jericho asked as he pulled his hood back up, hoping to give the scarf back as
soon as possible.
“I could, but I won’t,” she said very sternly, making Jericho stiffen. “Now listen closely. I don’t like repeating myself.”

There were quite a few green scarves in Blue Crest, but thankfully, many of them were clustered together. Unless they
were after a serial green scarf thief, they only needed to check the ones by themselves.
“Are you sure the scarf was stolen, Lune?” Rune asked as they crossed off another dead end in their search. “I mean, is it
worth anything?”
“Yes!” Lune bristled slightly.
“No, I mean to a thief,” he quickly corrected, and Lune’s shoulders relaxed.
“Well, probably not,” she relented. “But that doesn’t mean someone didn’t steal it.”
“True,” Rune said, lapsing into thought. He almost ran into Syfer when he suddenly stopped in the middle of the street.
“Is that it?” Syfer said, pointing with an ink blotched finger at a figure walking down the street. A dark green scarf hung
from his right hand.
“Yes!” Lune gasped, almost bolting forward.
“Hang on, songbird,” Syfer warned, as he pulled Lune back, “not so fast. If he did want to steal it, then I doubt he’ll want
to give it back.”
“I don’t think he stole it,” Rune insisted, cocking his head as he studied the stranger from afar.
“Look at him!” Syfer waved his hand in Jericho’s direction. “He’s wearing all dark gray and got black hood over his head.
That looks pretty thievy to me.”
“And he’s walking around in the middle of the day like that’s perfectly normal AND he’s holding the thing he took out in
the open like he did nothing wrong,” Rune tried to reason.
“Yeah, that guy must be very skilled to be so confident,” Syfer concluded, rubbing his chin as he narrowed his eyes at the
strangers back. Rune cast a confused and annoyed look at his brother and then exchanged that look with Lune who was
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now seemingly agreeing with him and thankfully not Syfer.
With a deep sigh, Rune approached the stranger alone, blatantly ignoring Syfer’s surprised gasp as he did.
“Excuse me,” he stated politely. The stranger whirled around. He seemed startled, but Rune couldn’t see his eyes as the
black hood covered them, but Rune was sure that the stranger could see him just fine through the fabric. “I think you
have my friend’s scarf.”
For a moment, the strange boy just stared at him before Rune’s words seemed to process.
“O-oh, I’m sorry!” he said. “Here,” he held out the scarf, and Lune stepped up to take it.
“Thank you so much,” Lune smiled, finally fully reverting back to her old, sweeter self. “I was so worried, I thought
someone had stolen it.”
“It was an accident. The sun blinded me. I shouldn’t have taken my hood off, and in the crowd, I couldn’t tell what I was
grabbing. I’m really sorry,” he stammered.
“It’s really fine,” Lune laughed. “I have it back now, so there’s no harm done. What’s your name?”
“Jericho,” he said. “I just moved here.”
“That would explain a lot actually,” Rune nodded.
“Man, I’m glad you didn’t actually steal from my girlfriend,” Syfer said, grinning. “I think I would have been obligated to
beat you up if you did.” Rune pinched the bridge of his nose.
“Well, I’m glad that didn’t turn out to be necessary,” Jericho said.
“What are you going to do now that you’re here?” Rune asked quickly.
“Well, I came here to study magic, but I’m also apprenticing under Jarrah at your library here.”
Rune perked up at that. “Oh, then we’ll probably be seeing a lot of each other; I go there all the time.”
The conversation quickly lapsed into casual banter. Eventually, they let the would-be thief go back to his own business,
but with promises to meet again.
“Why is that scarf so important to you anyway, Lune?” Rune asked as they returned home.
“Oh, it was a present from Syfer on our first date,” Lune said fondly, rubbing the fabric affectionately.
“Oh, that scarf!” Syfer perked up, “I forgot about that. I was wondering why you were so worked up. Well, I’m glad we
found it then.” he said, drawing a sigh from both Lune and his brother.
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Own It

by Jillian Sutton

Life gets difficult and messy, I never wanted my life to be this way. I had a vision and a dream of a way different life but
I made the decisions that took me in other directions. Honestly, who wants a failed marriage after 6 short years, 4 kids
with 3 different men, step kids and ex-wife, a money pit of a house, and a dead-end job. This wasn’t what I wanted but I
take full responsibility. I’ll own it!
I wanted the family life, I thought that was what it was all about. I made decisions thinking someone else was in charge
of my happiness, someone else was responsible for the way I felt, and someone else was responsible for my fate. I blamed
ex’s when I wasn’t happy, work when I didn’t get the promotion, friends when they pushed me away and took little responsibility. Let’s be honest, who wants to be wrong? Who wants to admit that they are the problem? I know I didn’t and
still don’t but it happens to us all. Just own it so you can grow from it.
I have anxiety, I over-analyze EVERYTHING, I stress out at least once a week over something I cannot control, and dealing with an ex-wife isn’t easy (if homegirl reads this… you stress me out, just sayin). Here I stand in uncharted waters
just trying to figure it out. His kids, my kids, our kid, his ex, my ex’s, yep plural because that is how I roll. To state the
obvious, that’s 7 kids and 6 adults just trying to co-parent. Sometimes it feels like he and I don’t have our own relationship. As if we live in the life of others and every decision made is analyzed. Other times we have it all figured out and we
own it!
Bottom line my decisions brought me here today. I will not regret anything because my life is big and messy, loud and
busy, full of life and love. Maybe I’m crazy, maybe I’ve lost my mind, but here I am trying to navigate through it all. Here
I am making mistakes, losing my mind, recognizing my wrongs, and trying to be better every single day. Some better
than others.
What I know is I have to own it!
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